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RamSelect: An aid to purchasing superior flock rams
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Summary

RamSelect is a new and powerful tool for Australian ram buyers that simplifies the use of
Australian Sheep Breeding Values (ASBVs) in the purchase of rams. All rams that are listed
for sale by ram breeders can be searched with filters available to restrict the search on
geography, breed, stud or certain ASBVs. Ram buyers can define their own breeding
objective in a direct way, by specifying how much emphasis they wish to place on the
breeding values of commercial traits. Default settings, using standard indexes (Merino,
Terminal, Maternal and Dohne breed groups), are provided as a first step and reference point
for those developing their own objective. The percentage emphases are converted to a set of
relative economic values that can be used to calculate a selection index value for each animal
chosen by the user. Each trait can have an emphasis in one desired direction which only
allows customised objectives to operate within a confined space of increased productivity and
limit unexpected outcomes. Selected rams are listed in rank order according to the default or
personalised breeding objective. Ram identities from previous purchases are stored and
ASBVs updated to provide an accurate benchmark or genetic trend in ram purchases over
time.
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Introduction

Sheep Genetics delivers international across-breed and -flock genetic evaluation to the
Australian sheep industry for terminal sires, maternal sires, Australian Merinos and Dohne
Merinos. It reports Australian Sheep Breeding Values (ASBVs) for 78 traits, using
information from phenotypic measurements, pedigree and genomic relationships (DJ Brown
pers. comm.). The ASBVs are reported with estimated accuracies as well as a range of
standard selection indexes that suit variable market segments. The analyses, which are run
separately for each industry sector, are updated fortnightly. The service is widely used by
ram breeders as a basis for within-stud selection, sourcing outside genetics and monitoring
genetic trends.
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Commercial sheep producers source rams for use in their flocks largely from stud ram
breeders. Until now, the ram buyer has had to:

 Identify what rams are for sale from individual and multi-stud sale catalogue listings.

 Rely on the ram breeder to display ASBVs &/or standard indexes in these catalogues or
search the Sheep Genetics database for individual rams.

 Use a standard index, intuition or advice from the ram breeder or consultant to rank rams.
Ramselect.com.au was developed in 2015 as a web site with downloadable functionality

that overcomes many of the constraints facing commercial ram buyers. It both expands and
simplifies the use of across-flock ASBVs for ram purchases by identifying all rams Australia-
wide available for sale at a point in time, by defining a breeding objective for personalised
ranking and by allowing rams in the commercial flock team to be monitored over time.

Sale animal identification and display

Sale rams are identified to RamSelect or Sheep Genetics by the ram breeder and their
identities recorded in an on-line sale catalogue. RamSelect interrogates the catalogues daily
to identify sale rams in each industry sector. The landing and search page of RamSelect
(Appendix A) allows the user to specify the sector to be searched and allows available rams to
be filtered for:

 Breed. Multiple breeds are evaluated among Terminal and Maternal sires, and the user
can rank rams across breeds or restrict the search to a single breed. In the Merino sector,
studs are grouped on wool quality into superfine, fine-medium and medium (dual
purpose) wool types. Again, a user can choose rams across all or within a single sub-
breed.

 Stud. Rams are listed across multiple studs but the search can be restricted to a single
catalogue, a single stud or studs that lie within a specified proximity to the user (50-
500km).

 Standard index. Multiple industry indexes are available for default ranking of rams.

 Size of ram list can be set from 25 up to all available rams.

 Sale type – auction sales or private treaty or both.
Selected rams are displayed in rank order according to the chosen breeding objective

(Appendix B). The list can be saved, printed or exported for future reference. Individual
rams can have their detailed ASBVs displayed on-screen for key traits, together with the
industry average and breeding value accuracy. Animals that do not meet a minimum
accuracy level on the objective or index are not ranked and appear at the bottom of the list.

Setting the breeding objective

Table 1. Key profit drivers for breed types.

Merino and Dohne Terminals Maternals

Wool Quality
Fleece weight
Growth
Carcase
Weaning Percentage

Growth
Carcase
Weaning Percentage

Fleece weight
Growth
Carcase
Weaning Percentage
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Parasite Resistance Parasite Resistance
Eating Quality

Parasite Resistance
Eating Quality

Our research confirmed the need to relate breeding objectives and breeding value traits to the
profit drivers of commercial productivity. For ram breeders, setting a breeding objective is an
analytical process of breaking profit into its components to identify traits for selection. For
ram buyers, we are using an alternative, but algebraically equivalent approach of ranking
rams according to their contribution to the key commercial profit drivers. The key profit
drivers were identified with potential users (Table 1). The relative contribution of these profit
drivers will vary among producers according to breed, enterprise type, market and geography.

Industry standard breeding objectives

An example of an industry index, Merino Production Plus (MP+), re-parameterised from
relative economic values into profit driver emphases (%) is given in Figure 1. By including a
directionality component and standardising economic values by the genetic standard deviation
for each trait, which is invariant across analyses, the relative emphasis on the primary profit
drivers can be readily visualised (Figure 2), explained to users and understood by them.

The same approach was used for all standard selection indexes. For example, a
Superfine Merino objective has less emphasis on Fleece Weight and Weaning Percentage and
more on Wool Quality than the MP+ objective in Figure 1. The Dual Purpose Merino
objective has greater emphasis on Weaning Percentage and Growth with less emphasis on
Wool Quality. Terminal sires have a Carcase Plus objective with about 55% emphasis on
Growth and 45% emphasis on Carcase, or an Eating Quality objective with major emphasis
on Eating Quality, followed by Carcase and lesser emphasis on Growth. Maternal sires have
available a Maternal $ value objective with major emphasis on Weaning Percentage and
Growth, and lesser emphasis on Parasite Resistance, Carcase and Fleece Weight.

Thus, the industry indexes can all be re-expressed as a numerical emphasis (%) on the
major profit drivers. There are also secondary profit traits, which appear as drop-downs from
the primary sliders (Figure 2). For the MP+ index, secondary traits are available for Wool
Quality (fibre diameter, staple strength, diameter cv), Growth (post-weaning, yearling and
adult body weights), Carcase (muscle and fat) and Parasite Resistance (worms and flies). The
default position of the secondary sliders are set in the same manner as the primary sliders
(Figure 1).

Personalised breeding objectives

Since standard selection indexes can be represented as trait emphases for ASBVs, the ranking
of animals on either the computed index or a score using the trait emphasis, trait direction,
genetic standard deviation and the trait ASBV shows perfect agreement. Allowing users to
vary the emphasis to be applied to traits can still lead to a ranking of rams on a personalised
objective without the need to formally calculate an index with relative economic values.
Further, since the primary emphases are applied at the enterprise profit driver level, a user can
start a personalised approach without considering every breeding value available on any
animal.

The process is simply to change the settings on the slider bars for the primary trait
groups (Figure 2) and, if necessary, the secondary trait group sliders. The software generates
the trait emphases and re-draws the pie chart (Figure 2) to show the proportionate changes.
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Using the trait direction and genetic SD for each ASBV, the coefficients equivalent to relative
economic values are generated to calculate the ranking score. The starting positions of the
slider bars from the standard index are displayed below the sliders (Figure 2) to give a
measure of how much the personalised objective has moved away from the starting point.
The user-specified objective approach has been included to encourage ram buyers to use all
available information, such as parasite resistance traits or new carcase or eating quality traits
which might not be included in industry indexes. Further, the process allows buyers to rank
available rams on a personalised objective reflecting their own production circumstances,
markets or aspirations.

Table 2 shows the impact of user-specified changes to the MP+ objective on the average
ASBV for the Top 20 animals from available fine-medium Merino studs (August 2017). The
revised objectives reflected relatively large changes to the objective but the impacts on the
Top 20 team averages were less extreme. The largest effect was for the 50% Worm
Resistance objective, since this highlighted a trait not included in the standard index
objective. But the relatively narrow range of outcomes to changes in personalised objectives
is not by accident for 2 major reasons. Firstly, each trait can only have an emphasis of zero or
in one specified direction which means that personalised objectives can only operate in a
relatively confined space of increased productivity. Objectives to, say, favour rams for
increased fibre diameter and reduced reproduction rate are not possible within RamSelect to
avoid unexpected or non-productive outcomes. The second mitigating influence is that ram
breeders will only offer selected animals for sale again limiting the possibility of choosing
unproductive animals.

Table 2. Average breeding values for Top20 rams selected on alternative breeding objectives.

Top 20 rams
selected on:

yFD1

(mm)
ySS1

(N)
yCFW1

(%)
yWT1

(kg)
NLW1

(%)
yWEC1

(%)

(average)
MP+ index
0% Wool Quality
0% Repro/Growth
100% Growth
50% Worm resistance

-1.3
-1.9
-1.2
-1.5
-1.6
-1.6

+0.1
+0.5
-1.6
+1.7
-0.9
+1.3

+17
+22
+24
+26
+14
+19

+2.9
+9.6
+9.7
+7.0
+12.3
+8.6

+2
+6
+8
+1
+7
+5

-5
-15
-8
-14
-6
-38

1 y = yearling, FD = fibre diameter, SS = staple strength, CFW = clean fleece weight, WT = body weight,
NLW = no. lambs weaned, WEC = worm egg count

Summary statistics for the commercial ram team

After selection of a personalised list of animals for purchase, the Top 20 (or individual) rams
in the current list can be benchmarked to industry, producing a graphical display for a range
of ASBVs showing the Top 20 mean and distribution highlighted against the whole of
industry mean and distribution for either the Merino, Terminal, Maternal or Dohne analyses
(Appendix C). The list of rams can be saved and later modified to include those rams
actually purchased.

Where ram purchases from previous years are present or can be uploaded to the system,
some powerful information is available on genetic trend in the flock. Rams purchased
previously will have their ASBVs updated to the current analysis so that all rams in the user’s
commercial flock will be comparable. This allows selective culling of rams from the current
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team. It also allows the trend in ram team breeding values to be tracked over time.

Conclusion

Since RamSelect was first developed, its use has grown rapidly over its 2 seasons of
operation. During the 2016/17 ram selling season, a total of 224 catalogues with 17,600 rams
were listed on the site, and a total of 6,320 independent ram searches were undertaken during
the season. Its success has relied on its simplicity, ease of use, speed and clarity of display.
As technologists in the past, we often fell into the trap of asking too many questions of users
before supplying any answers, compromised real time speed by insisting on complex data
manipulation and then produced screens that often looked like a database dump rather than a
useful set of information.
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Figure 1. MP+ index re-parameterised from relative economic values (REV) to Trait
emphasis.

Figure 2. Primary trait slider positions and breeding objectives pie chart for MP+ index.
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Appendix A. Landing page of ramselect.com.au to commence sale ram search.
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Appendix B. Ram search return display showing additional ASBV information.
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Appendix C. Extract of Top20 benchmark details.


